Italy is famous for style, romance, good living and, above all, food.
For Italians food is life. They know the best ingredients,
how to use them and how to appreciate them.
The thousand faces of Italy can be seen
in the huge variety of its landscapes
and cities. Italian cuisine follows the
never ending differences of habits and
traditions.

At BERTOLLI, we are proud of the
proprietary expertise and knowledge
in extra virgin blending.
Over 100 quality controls are made
before the gleaming tread of golden oil
reaches your table.

BERTOLLI
it’s the natural choice
for every occasion.
“Originale” with its fruity taste,
“Gentile” with its gentle aroma,
“Robusto” perfect for strongly
flavoured dishes.
Choosing BERTOLLI you become
the member of a group
of privileged people who know
what makes a difference
in life.

THE WORLD’S LEADING BRAND
www.bertolli.com/uk

... Italian streets
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